Please indicate the sessions attended. One CEU awarded for each day of attendance at the meeting (Up to 4 CEUs), and CEU assignment per session listed next to each session (maximum of 8 CEUs per day and 16 CEUs total).
WEDNESDAY Morning Sessions continued
- SYMP – Targeted Livestock Grazing to Reduce Fine Fuels in the Great Basin (2)
- IGN TECH – Shared Monitoring, Shared Stewardship (2)
- WKSHP – Stakeholder Engagement: Who, When, Why, and How (2)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 2020

Afternoon Sessions
- SYMP – Engaging Rangeland Managers in Grass-Cast to Improve Translation & Transfer (2)
- SYMP – Translation of Key Insights from Long-Term Stocking Rate Studies to Range Managers (2)
- SYMP – Addressing Flexibility through Outcome Based Grazing Authorization (2)
- SYMP – Science to Action: Communication Needs of the 21st Century Rangeland Manager (2)
- IGN TECH – Ignite Your Rangeland Collaboration: Lessons Learned & Keys to Success (2)
- WKSHP – Communication & Collaboration (2)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2020

All Day
- RP TECH – Western States Reclamation & Restoration (7.5)

Morning Sessions
- RP TECH – Low Stress Livestock Handling (4)
- RP TECH – WIR Producer Forum (4)
- RP TECH – Horse/Mule Packing (3.5)
- RP TECH – BLM Field Methods (3.5)
- RP TECH – Seeing is Believing (3.5)
- RP TECH – Wild Horse Demonstration (3.5)
- RP TECH – Soils Training (3) - RP TECH – Great Plains Fire Info. (3)

Afternoon Sessions
- RP TECH – Low Stress Livestock Handling (3)
- RP TECH – Winter Livestock Watering (2)
- RP TECH – Horse/Mule Packing (3)
- RP TECH – Pesticide Sprayer Calibrations (2)
- RP TECH – Seeing is Believing (3)
- RP TECH – Wild Horse Demonstration (3)
- RP TECH – Soils Training (3)
- RP TECH – Great Plains Fire Info. (3)

Meeting Attendance CEUs (1 per day) = 
Session CEUs = + 
TOTAL CEUs (16 maximum) = 

Signature

Drop this form in the CEU box at the registration desk, FAX to 303-986-3892, email to programs@rangelands.org, or mail to: SRM Headquarters @ 8918 W 21st St N, Suite 200, #286, Wichita, KS 67205